
band members
justin joswiak - alto sax,

clarient
jim holden - tenor sax, 

clarinet
goode wyche - clarinet,

bbaritone sax 
james o’donnel - co leader

trumpet, vocals
 ken ferry - trumpet

john t. bone paxton - vocals, 
trombone

michael zaporski - piano 
sshannon wade - string bass

rj spangler - leader,
drums

 fit

They’re Detroit’s own down and dirty little big band, known nationally for curating 
some of the best in early jazz traditions and Black-American musical influences from 
the 20s, 30s and 40s. More “hot” than “sweet,” according to PD9 cofounder and 
bandleader RJ Spangler, who started the nine piece ensemble with longtime musical 
partner James O’Donnell in 2007.

PD9 is a pared down version of the traditional big bands of the 1930s, and they 
ffrequently feature guest vocalists, adding to the versatility of the band’s show. The 
number of musicians in the lineup is reminiscent of the earliest big bands, when 
swing was still evolving into the sound that defined jazz music’s most popular era.

“The band retains the agility of a small group,” says Spangler, “but with the harmonic 
palette of a larger one.”

The gThe group has been nominated and awarded multiple honors over the past decade, 
including several Detroit Music Awards. Most recently, they were named 2016 DMA 
for Outstanding Traditional Jazz Artist/Group, and not surprisingly that was not the 
first time they received that award.

With all the hours that PD9 have put in pounding the musical pavement, it’s hard to 
imagine that any avowed Ellington/Strayhorn fan hasn’t yet experienced them, 
whether live or recorded. Luckily, the fall/2016 release provides the perfect 
opportunity to discover this gopportunity to discover this group known for putting body, soul and spirit into every 
bit of music they touch.

– Mark Stryker, Detroit Free Press

“One of the local scene's most immediately appealing 
groups, the Planet D Nonet features a rollicking 
jump-band aesthetic, with a bold lineup headed by 
drummer RJ Spangler and trumpeter James O'Donnell and 
a repertoire that ranges from Ellington to Sun Ra. You get 
the power of a big band but the flexibility of small group 
all in one swinging package.” 
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“If you have not yet experienced Planet D Nonet, 
your groove tank is missing out on some 
serious fuel.”

planet d nonet


